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“One person is of more value
than a world.” - St. Mary Euphrasia

Marymound Mission
Helping children, youth and families needing support as they
face the challenges of growing, learning and parenting. Through
culturally diverse care in safe living environments, individual
relationships, academic preparation, therapeutic intervention
and advocacy, Marymound helps Manitoba children and their
families to reach their fullest potential and independence.
Anchored in the values of the Sisters of the Good Shepherd,
Marymound believes in the intrinsic worth of every person. Our
programs respect, nurture and enhance the strength in every
individual and family.
As a member of the Catholic Health Corporation of Manitoba, we are part
of a network of innovative service providers who are inspired by a deep
sense of compassion. Together we strive to respond to unmet needs in the
community and provide positive outcomes for those we serve at a cost the
system can afford.

Strength in Diversity

Report from the Board Chair and Chief Executive Officer
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Strength in Diversity
Mental Health & Complex Needs Centre and Program Updates

Mental Health and Complex Needs Centre
A major strength of Marymound is its diverse number of
services and programs that fill unmet needs in the community. The Mental Health and Complex Needs Centre
(MHCN) was created as an integral service to meet the
needs of extremely vulnerable young girls age 12-17. The
Centre’s Phase 1 short-term, six bed, semi-secured assessment and stabilization unit that opened in September
2015 has had some challenges.

The recruitment and retention of staff has been an
arduous process due to the unique qualifications required
by staff to deal with these challenging youth.
Building trust is the key for Marymound staff to help
these young girls overcome their fear and anxiety. The
youth that do leave the unit often end up at Manitoba
Youth Centre (MYC) where the length of stays is a concern for the Centre’s staff. In the youth’s absence their
bed remains available to show there is always a place
for them. Team members also initiate conversations with
police officers, probation officers, the courts, and the
MYC staff to try to decrease the time spent away from
the unit which has met with some success.
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By achieving stability in their lives for the first time, the
youth are building relationships and engaging with staff
members that truly care about their well-being. The
young girls are setting and reaching goals despite the
upheaval in their lives. They attend school, participate in
work experience in the community as well as enjoy community outings two to three times per week, all without
risk of fleeing.
The Mental Health and Complex Needs Centre recently
reached a proud milestone as the first youth transitioned
back home. To ensure a smooth return, the family is
encouraged to take Triple P Parenting and is supported
throughout the training by MHCN trained professionals.
The team works alongside the support worker in the
home to ensure that the program strategies are adopted,
with continuous support always available from Marymound.
To maintain the best possible care for these challenging youth, the MHCN team is given frequent feedback
and refresher workshops and courses as their training is
ongoing, intentional and specific to severely traumatized
and emotionally insecure youth. Over the past year, the
team has worked intensely to stay ahead of the learning
curve of caring for this challenging population through
group interactions that strengthen the program.
The Mental Health and Complex Needs team has met
with Probations Services, Manitoba Youth Centre, and
district police to determine strategies to keep the youth
from incarceration. They have also contacted other community programs, such as Triple P Parenting to provide
services for the entire family, while also consulting with
service providers in other provinces.

Collaboration
The organizational-wide consultation of Dr. Dell Ducharme and Dr. Jim Skinner to Marymound clinicians, and
staff is invaluable for the treatment of our children and
youth, as well as the continuing support from the
Manitoba Adolescent Treatment Centre (MATC ).
Additionally, through diversified collaboration with
national and international external resources Marymound
has been able to create a training manual to teach the
basic principles of behavior contracting for staff working
with at risk youth. The partnership with Dr. Yu from the
University of Manitoba - Department of Psychology, and
Dr. Fabricio de Souza, adolescent behaviour researcher from
the University of Bahia, Brazil has created a cornerstone
for continuous professional development to strengthen
and advance Marymound youth care.
By developing best practices of working with vulnerable
youth, Marymound’s progressive strategies and procedures are showing a gradual gain in positive outcomes.

Program and Services Updates
Marymound regularly reviews its services to ensure meeting the needs of our children and youth. Through partnering and collaborating with a diverse group of services
agencies--other services and programs can be created,
or existing programs enhanced for the betterment of our
young people:
Marymound North (Thompson, Manitoba)
• Futures and Babies Best Start
The program co-coordinator is initiating a new program
for the Futures Program called “My Dad Matters.”
It addresses a need that both parents are important in
the development of their children. We also are pleased
that funding is in place until 2020 for both our integral
community programs.

• Thompson Receiving Home
The home continues to run at full capacity. Through a
positive partnership with Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation,
we have utilized their centralized system for referrals.
• Marymound North
Marymound acknowledges and supports the Northern
Interagency Regional Steering Committees (General
Authority, Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation CFS, Michif
Child and Family Services, Awasis Agency of Northern
Manitoba and Kinosao Sipi Minisowin Agency) and their
commitment to addressing the issues of finding long-term
placement for youth in Thompson and surrounding area
as well as placements for young parents. Their specific
request for proposals from Marymound, along with
approval will help fill a void in services in these two areas.
Marymound would also like to acknowledge the Northern
Steering Committee, Thompson; YARN Steering
Committee; Futures/Babies Best Start Committee and
the Thompson RCMP.
Cultural Program
Two Indigenous Youth Mentors have started to work with
Marymound’s young people. Currently, they have been
focusing on building relationships with the youth and their
caregivers from all program areas.
Marymound School
Due to high demand, the school may be opening a fifth
classroom to better support its students.
The Sensory Integration Room
The room is now available in Marymound School for the
School Psychologist and Marymound clinical staff to
utilize the additional resources to further assist in reaching
their treatment goals.

Mar ymound Annual Repor t 2015-16
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Strength in Diversity

Marymound Turnaround Story

Mental Health & Complex Needs
As a very emotional child with attachment issues to a
single mother, Emily struggled to receive the love and
support she desperately sought. Her relationship with her
mother was filled with turmoil causing Emily to be sent
to a Crisis Stabilization Unit. After an unsuccessful return
home, she was sent back
to the unit, and then was
ultimately placed in a shelter
at age 11.
Emily entered a semi-secure
unit at Marymound at
age 13 where she found it
difficult to adapt to her new
setting. She felt alone and
angry, and after a fourmonth stay, was transferred
to a Marymound Group
home, where unfortunately
her behavioural issues soon
sent her back to the semisecured unit. Due to unique
circumstances, this would
turn out to be Emily’s home until she was 17.
For Emily, going to school was a challenge. As a loner,
she often would not leave her room and avoid going to
Marymound School. After making a close friend at the
school, Emily began to thrive. Her innate artistic skills
led to creating all kinds of art which furthered her confidence and self-awareness. Her natural intelligence began
to shine and at 15-years-old, school suddenly became fun
and interesting.
So much so, in 2015 Emily won five awards for varying
academic and personal achievements. Outside of school,
Emily’s biggest accomplishment to date has been using
her personal experiences, creative skills and intelligence
to design a philanthropic necklace for Marymound’s
capital campaign. Last year, Hilary Druxman Design produced her unique design to support mental health that
was based on the dopamine chemical compound symbol.
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Emily was thrilled and very proud to be involved in the
development process to final production.
Now 18, and under extended care until age 21, Emily is
greatly appreciative of all the time, effort and care that
the clinicians, therapists, youth care workers and Sister
Barbara provided to her over the years.
“Marymound is a huge part of my life,” says Emily. “The
staff took an angry, violent, scared child, and I grew up
here. I learned to deal with things. Marymound gave me
the resources that I needed to get better, as I suffered
from depression and learned how to get in touch with my
emotions.”
She doesn’t take for granted all the things that have
come her way, including her own apartment that
accommodates an office for youth care providers. This
arrangement came to fruition due to Emily’s unique
situation where the system had no place for her until
Marymound created an innovative solution.
Now through a unique Supportive Independent Living
Program, Emily is settled and ready to move on with her
future. Next year she will finish grade 12 at the Adult
Learning Centre and then plans to further her education
at university to become a veterinarian or an aerospace
engineer. Given her love of animals, she is leaning
towards the former.
On the family front, Emily and her mother have reconnected and their relationship is greatly improved as Emily
now visits her regularly. It hasn’t been easy, but Emily
realizes this is the path she had to take to get where she
is today.
Sharing her experiences to other youth coming into care
at Marymound, Emily offers this sage advice: “You’re
going to have to let people in and deal with your issues
and realize there is more to life than just you.”

Strength in Diversity
Marymound Capital Campaign

The Marymound Fund Development Program officially
launched a unique capital campaign in December 2015 at
the Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce Premier’s State of
the Province Address Luncheon. It created great awareness for Marymound as 1,000 attendees witnessed the
captivating campaign video which featured a former
Marymound youth, Paige, who also appeared on stage
and addressed the audience by engaging them to support
Marymound and its capital campaign.
The campaign goal is to refurbish and repurpose the
former E.P. Leacock Estate, a grade II heritage building
situated on the Marymound campus at 442 Scotia Street.
The building will house a transition home for vulnerable
teenage girls as the second phase of Marymound’s
Mental Health and Complex Needs Centre.
In partnership with the Creaddo Group, this campaign
breaks convention in order to become more inclusive
with Marymound’s Indigenous partners and the community. This campaign includes a diverse and committed
group of supporters called circle members. The circle
members work as ambassadors and utilize their networks
to inform potential supporters of the importance of the
campaign while soliciting funding to help reach the
campaign goal that will benefit Winnipeg’s most
vulnerable young girls.

In addition, another circle was created-- a Youth and
Elders Circle (now amalgamated into the Stakeholders
Circle), consisting of Elders from the Indigenous
community, and youth who have received services in the
child welfare system. One aspect of their role is having
input with the architects as to how the new building can
best meet the needs of the young girls and ultimately be
a transition home that is truly reflective of their culture.
All preliminary work on the construction plans has been
completed. The major foundation repairs are scheduled to
begin late 2016 with the completion of the new
transition home initially set for fall of 2017.
Marymound acknowledges The Winnipeg Foundation and
the Catholic Health Corporation of Manitoba for their
major gifts in addition to all other major funders and
individual donors. As well, great appreciation is extended
to all dedicated campaign supporters and the many
people from all walks of life joining together to invest
in the future of so many young lives.

Mar ymound Annual Repor t 2015-16
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Strength in Diversity

Indigenous Community Outreach
Mental Health & Complex Needs

Marymound has identified the need for a stronger cultural
connection to improve the lives of Indigenous children by
being open to dialogue and seeking understanding and
solutions to areas of mutual concern by collaborating with
the Indigenous community.

To further foster relationships with the Indigenous Community, Marymound has taken part in events and conferences this past year in the community such as the Ka Ni
Kanichihk Annual Keeping the Fires Burning as well as the
Pathway to Reconciliation Conference.

Marymound has reached out to the community and
created a Stakeholders Circle that includes Marymound
Management, Indigenous Community Leaders and Elders,
as well as Indigenous Youth formerly in the care of Child
and Family Services.

To meet the strategic direction of becoming a more culturally proficient organization, Marymound created two new
positions by adding Indigenous Youth Mentors to the Cultural Program to help connect youth with their traditional
identity in a meaningful way. The Mentors are consistent
positive role models that create opportunities for growth
as children and youth learn and develop their knowledge
of Indigenous practices and traditions.

The Circle meets once a month, and includes the voice and
established relationships with the Indigenous community
to identify and develop strategies, bring Indigenous worldview to Marymound incorporating values and culture,
identify and address partnership opportunities, as well as
influence the internal culture of Marymound.
The input of the Stakeholders Circle during the Marymound capital campaign has influenced the development
of the transition home for girls with complex needs. Their
valuable input will ensure that the home is a place where
youth feel comfortable in their surroundings that helps
their healing process and ultimate re-integration in the
community.
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Marymound has also co-developed Indigenous Knowledge
training with Dr. Michael Hart, Associate Professor of
Social Work, and Canadian Research Chair in Indigenous
Knowledges at the University of Manitoba. Facilitated by
Dr. Hart, the training provides the staff a solid foundation
of understanding of the issues faced by Indigenous Peoples
from pre-colonization to colonization and the intergenerational effects on the Indigenous community today.

Strength in Diversity
Marymound Turnaround Story

Krystyne Hastings, 22, is a former Marymound youth in
care placed in the Marygrove Group Home at age 9 due
to a neglectful and abusive home. Prior to coming to
Marymound, she was bounced around from various foster
homes before settling at Marygrove, a group home for
girls ages 9 to 13.
After a few years in a group home she was placed in a
foster home with her sister, but then spent the next two
years moving from foster home to foster home. At 14,
Krystyne moved back home with her Mom and subsequently gave birth to her first child at 15. After becoming
a mother, Krystyne soon realized that home was not
the home she needed as she was left on her own by her
mother. Krystyne and her baby were soon placed in care
with a family friend until the age of 17 when she moved
out on her own.

What sucks about it is that we don’t realize it until we are
older how good you have things and how the staff truly
care about you. I just want to say thank you Marygrove
staff who worked with me. You all had an effect on me
in so many different ways. I wish there were a few staff I
could find to let them know how good I’m doing. I have
my own house with two kids. I have a homecare job. I’m
on my own. It’s tough but worth it in the end.

Krystyne currently lives in a house with her boyfriend
and now has three children, aged 9 months, 3, and 7.
In addition to enjoying motherhood, she has been busy
with her art– something that has always been important
to her because it provides a positive focus to counteract any negativity in her life. Krystyne recently emailed
Marymound staff and proudly announced that she was
chosen as one of Winnipeg’s RAW Artists. Her art will be
showcased on April 21 at 441 Main Street and she would
love the support, and be very happy to see everyone. She
decided it also was important to finish the remaining six
months of her grade 12 by attaining her GED while hoping to continue her education at Urban Circle, focusing
on Social Work or Health Care Aid options.
Krystyne’s life has been turbulent, but through it all she
remembers her four-year stay at Marygrove that set the
foundation for who she is today. In August 2014 she said
the following on Marygrove’s Facebook page:
“The things I have learned from Marymound I have
carried on into my kids. I am going to try my best so
they can have their own special memories and a great
childhood. Growing up at Marymound’s Marygrove Group
Home as a kid, I thought I was bad with too many rules
about this and that, but in the end it was everything a
kid could ask for and more.

My struggle to get where I am now made me realize
how easy I had it at Marygrove. If there was anything I
could say to other kids who take on living there is “take
your time in growing up. Appreciate what you have
there, some kids have nothing and would love to be at
Marygrove. I miss Marygrove and I’m proud to say that
this was once my home. Thank you Marygrove staff.” Love
always, Krystyne Hastings.

Mar ymound Annual Repor t 2015-16
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Strength in Diversity

Fund Development & Marketing

Mental Health & Complex Needs
While the capital campaign has been a priority for Fund
Development and Marketing & Communications this year,
Marymound’s annual fundraising efforts have continued at
a brisk pace.
The highlight of the year was the NHL Players Association
Fashion Show. Unexpectantly, Marymound was chosen
by Manitoba Moose/Winnipeg Jet player, Jay Harrison as
one of the event’s five local charities selected. The high
profile fashion show increased awareness of Marymound
in addition to a huge surprise as each charity received
$33,000! Special thanks to the NHLPA-Winnipeg Jets
(Jay Harrison) and Jeff Neiman from Burris/Neiman
and Associates who were an integral part of getting
Marymound involved in this inaugural event.

optimism we project continuing growth in our annual giving as it relates to our increased profile in the community.
The Corporate Climb for Kids initiative entered its second
year with Investors Group (IG). The popularity of the event
has grown to the point where IG employee engagement
is reaching program areas that historically don’t participate in any events. Investors Group is extremely pleased
with the results and has already started planning for next
year. Marymound’s partnership with the organization has
grown as Investors now caters Marymound’s annual Easter
Luncheon that saves $2000, and enables all of Marymound
staff to relax and celebrate with the children.
The annual Urban Fishing Derby is presented by Generation Next Angler and the Urban Angling Partnership. It’s a
family event that promotes fishing to young people in our
community and was a great success with over 400 people
enjoying a great day while supporting Marymound.
Also in progress is ‘The Marymound Charity Golf
Tournament’, scheduled for May 31, 2017. The creation of
this new annual event will raise additional funding, and the
organization’s profile in the community. The long term goal
is to attract new Marymound supporters and future donors
through a memorable and successful signature event.
Despite limited grant applications to foundations due to
the priority of the capital campaign, Fund Development
still garnered $365,000, a modest increase from the
previous year.

A new annual giving mail-out campaign strategy was
implemented this year and has begun to show dividends
as a $5,000 cheque was received from a new donor.
Individual donations showed gradual gains from last year
due to higher awareness levels through social media and
traditional media stories, events, and numerous Marymound tours of the historical property. It is with great
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Marymound has retained its many long-standing supporters through the building of relationships and good client
stewardship. From corporate to foundations, to gifts-inkind that enable Marymound to offer the extras that put
smiles on children’s faces. These gifts enable overnight stays
at Tim Hortons Camp, entrance to the Zoo, Winnipeg Blue
Bombers, Winnipeg Jets/Manitoba Moose, and Winnipeg
Goldeyes tickets, Manitoba Theatre Centre and Folklorama
passes and numerous other cultural events that all make a
big difference in the lives of Marymound’s young people.
It is through diverse methods in fundraising that Marymound
strengthens the viability of its programs and is able to extend
beyond its core funding to provide its youth the very best
in treatment and support.

Strength in Diversity
Marymound Turnaround Story

The Sisters of the Good Shepherd Generational Impact
Even though they have left Marymound, the impact of
the Sisters of the Good Shepherd continues to be felt
today.
Sister Lorraine recently shared an email she received from
Maureen, a former youth at Marymound many years ago.
The message was one of gratitude and appreciation for
the care the Sisters’ provided.
“I owe everything to the Sisters of the Good Shepherd!
If it wasn’t for all of you my life would be completely
different so I am extremely grateful to all of you! Sisters
of the Good Shepherd were my example on how to raise
a family and have a good happy home! God Bless you all
as you are all Saints!!!”
The prelude to the appreciative correspondence was
Maureen proudly informing the Sisters that her
daughter Nadine received a recent promotion and will be
moving to Ottawa as a third Supervising Senior Crown

Counsel in the Domestic Violence Unit. Nadine’s experiences since 2004 include prosecuting sexual offences,
domestic violence, child sexual abuse and exploitation
while appearing in Provincial Court, the Court of Queen’s
Bench and the Court of Appeal.
The Sisters could only smile after reading the news and
responded, “The Sisters congratulate Nadine on her
promotion! Maureen you need to be congratulated as
well on the wonderful support you have given your
family throughout these many years! We thank you for
being such a Mother Shepherdess to them and now your
grandchildren as well! Thank you & God bless you! We are
very proud of you and your family!!!”
The care provided at Marymound by the Sisters created a
ripple effect. By helping a once lost youth and providing
her love, guidance, and support, she was able to proudly
raise a successful daughter who in turn helps many more
families and vulnerable youth.

Mar ymound Annual Repor t 2015-16
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Marymound Youth Achievement
Mental Health & Complex Needs

Milestone Achievement Award

Marymound Bursary Awards

Every year Marymound selects a young person
who finds the strength to overcome their personal
challenges and advance by becoming a trailblazer
or achieving something life-changing. Their accomplishment could be in the area of education, the
workforce, the arts, volunteerism or any other aspect
of their life.

The Marymound Bursary Program offers educational and
support funding to eligible young people who received
services from Marymound for a minimum of six months.
The bursary provides funds to help cover costs such as
tuition, books, living expenses and more while students
are attending school.

This year’s recipient’s situation was so unique, Marymound
created a special program to accommodate her needs.
Emily’s story and accomplishments are profiled on Page 6
of this report.

This year Marymound was pleased to award five bursaries
thanks to the additional $1,000 bursaries provided by Bill
Carey and Pat Patterson.
Congratulations to Crystal, Jenea, Cassandra, Cheyenne
and Dominique.

Gratitude...
My name is Cheyenne Lafreniere and I am attending
the University of Manitoba this fall. I just wanted
you all to know how grateful and appreciative I am
to receive this bursary. With this money I will be able
to complete my BA with a Major in English and a
Minor in Theatre this year. I plan to pursue a career
in teaching by obtaining a Bachelor in Education,
which is possible through the generous donation
from the Marymound Bursary committee. I would
like to extend my deepest gratitude.
Thank you,
Cheyenne Lafreniere
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Marymound Statistical Overview
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Marymound Programs and Services

MARYMOUND MENTAL HEALTH AND COMPLEX
NEEDS CENTRE
The Centre consists of two programs - the assessment
and stabilization program (opened September 2015) and
an unsecure step-down transition program scheduled to
open in fall 2017. Wraparound services are provided by a
multi-disciplinary team also acting as an outreach component for youth transitioning from either of the programs.

Each group home is modern, well-equipped and nurturing,
yet still provides a therapeutic setting that includes counselling, life skills support and psychiatric and psychological
consultation. Staff provides extensive evening recreation
programming, including community activities. As well,
the young people have the opportunity to receive workplace education. All young people residing in Marymound
semi-secure units attend Marymound School.

Mental Health and Complex Needs Assessment
and Stabilization Program - in a semi-secure setting,
provides crisis stabilization, clinical assessment, counseling,
transition support and culturally appropriate treatment
planning for adolescent females experiencing mental
health and complex needs issues.

CRISIS STABILIZATION PROGRAM
This program provides short-term, 24-hour care with
separate units for both girls and boys that help stabilize
the young person and their family or caregiver during
acute psychosocial crisis. This service is part of the Youth
Emergency Crisis Stabilization System.

Adele Assessment and Stabilization Program
Opened in March 2015 as a short-term (90 days) program
to provide crisis stabilization, clinical assessment, counselling, transition support and planning for high needs female
youth coming from emergency placement resources.
MANAGED CARE
Marymound’s Managed Care Program provides a
continuum of 24-hour care to young people at risk in
the community. The program aims to meet the physical,
emotional, spiritual, and social needs of each young
person.
Community Group Homes — Marymound operates five
community group homes in Winnipeg, each offering
home-like environments for four to six young people.
Emphasis is placed on promoting healthy, age-appropriate
activities and interaction, while providing a therapeutic
setting, including counselling, support and psychiatric consultation. All young people residing in Marymound group
homes attend school — either in their neighbourhood or at
Marymound School.
Semi-Secure Living Unit — Marymound has a semisecure living unit on its premises in Winnipeg, providing a
nurturing environment for up to six girls. By emphasizing
the promotion of healthy, age-appropriate activities and
interaction, a young person behaving in a manner that
puts her at risk can benefit from the structured program.
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TREATMENT FOSTER CARE (TFC)
24-hour care is provided in the homes of individuals,
couples and families who have specialized training and/or
expertise in working with boys and girls at risk. As a leader
in Treatment Foster Care, Marymound’s Treatment Foster
Parents and knowledgeable Clinical Case Managers
collaborate with other members of the young person’s
treatment team to address his/her needs.
INDEPENDENT OPTIONS/YOUNG PARENTS
PROGRAMS
The Marymound Independent Options Program (IOP) is
designed to meet the needs of youth from 16 to 21 years of
age who are transitioning from care provided by Child and
Family Services, to independent living at Marymound. This
service includes a Young Parents Program (YPP) for teens.
YOUTH ADDICTIONS STABILIZATION UNIT (YASU)
This safe, secure, four-bed facility for both voluntary and
involuntary units provides an opportunity for young people
severely affected by substance abuse to stabilize physically
in order to consider options for treatment services.
Marymound delivers this service under the provisions of
the Youth Drug Stabilization (Support for Parents) Act.
Youth who require the service can be admitted in the
involuntary program for a maximum of seven days or check
themselves into a voluntary unit for seven to 10 days.

INTOXICATED PERSONS DETENTION ACT UNIT (IPDA)
Young people found intoxicated in public places with no
parental contact stay overnight safely in the two bed IPDA
unit, sleeping off the substance effects.
MARYMOUND NORTH
Located in Thompson, Manitoba, offer services to families,
young parents and children from newborns to age 17.
Receiving Home - provides emergency 24-hour care services to young people waiting for longer term placement.
Treatment Foster Care - 24-hour care is provided in the
homes of individuals, couples and families who have
specialized training and/or expertise in working with
boys and girls at risk. Treatment Foster Parents and
knowledgeable Clinical Case Managers collaborate with
other members of the young person’s treatment team to
address his/her needs.
Futures - provides a wide range of education, counseling
and training programs with an emphasis on support and
sharing to young parents and their children.
Babies’ Best Start - a pre-natal nutrition program
provided by Marymound North that also offers post-natal
education and support. New mothers learn about eating
healthily before and after their baby is born.
Youth At Risk (Y.A.R.N.) Program - coordinates wraparound
services for at-risk youth from ages 12 to 17 years. This is
an intensive case management strategy helping the youth
and their family to obtain the services they require.
Outreach Program - the street-involved youth outreach
worker looks for youth in the Thompson community. The
role is to form a relationship with the youth and provide
information and support. Also works closely with the
RCMP and SEY worker.
MARYMOUND SCHOOL
Marymound School provides specialized education to
young people with exceptional learning needs from the
Managed Care program as well as the broader community.
Using a creative, dynamic approach, Marymound School
delivers the provincial education curriculum from
elementary to senior grades.

YOUTH EDUCATION SERVICES (YES)
This United Way sponsored program provides support and
assistance following a student’s crisis in the public school
system. The goal is to stabilize and maintain the student’s
school placement. This service is part of the Youth Crisis
Stabilization System.
SEXUAL ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM (SATP)
SATP provides therapeutic services to young people (and
their families) experiencing sexual trauma. Approach
involves individual, family, play and group therapy. The
program, funded by the United Way also provides training
to other professionals.
STUDENT WORK EXPERIENCE EDUCATION
PROGRAM (SWEEP)
The program offers Marymound youth real-life experience
in the workplace through training opportunities, job
search methods, résumé preparation, volunteering, on-site
mentorship and more.
RECREATION PROGRAM
The recreation program delivers a broad range of activities
and outings for youth in managed care as well as IOP
and TFC. The purpose is to educate, promote and deliver
a variety of activities that will stimulate individual
interests. The recreation program often collaborates with
the cultural program and includes activities such as baking,
sports, scavenger hunts, bowling, museums, laser tag, golf,
nails, the Zoo, canoeing, swimming, water slides, beach
days, Go-Karts, hay rides and more.
CULTURAL & SPIRITUAL SERVICES
Students and residents are encouraged to explore
spirituality in a way that is comfortable for them. As 75
percent of the young people at Marymound are First
Nation and Métis, the cultural program with the aid of
two Indigenous Youth Mentors offers traditional cultural
and spiritual teachings and activities. Cultural awareness
training is also provided to all Marymound staff.
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Financial Supporters

Foundations:

Anonymous
CIBC Children’s Foundation
Department of Tourism, Culture,
Heritage, Sport Consumer Protection
Graham C. Lount Family Foundation
Joe & Geraldine Rewucki Family Fund
L.I.T.E. - Local Investment Towards
Employment
Manitoba Family Services
Manitoba Health, Healthy living
and Seniors
MREA Shelter Foundation
Murray J. Rosenberg Memorial Fund
Thomas Sill Foundation
United Way of Winnipeg
Winnipeg Foundation
Women’s Endowment Fund/Jewish
Foundation of Manitoba

Corporate Sponsors:

Abalon Construction
Anxiety Disorders Association
of Manitoba
AFP Toronto Chapter
Ambrosie Lighting and Electric
Ashton Gallery
Assiniboine Park Conservancy
Bio-Static
Calgary/Winnipeg Club
Canadian Footwear
Canadian Linen & Uniform Service
Catholic Health Corporation of MB
CIBC
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City Bread
City Cats
Contro-Lec Ltd
Creaddo Group
Credit Union Central of Manitoba
CST Learning Project
Danny’s Whole Hog
Dynamic Funds/1832 Asset
Management L.P.
Eastern Chrysler
Edward Carriere
Folklorama
Frontiers North Adventures
Generation Next Angler
Grant Design
Har Studio
Hilary Druxman Designs
Hillis Insurance
IBEX Payroll Services
Imperial Soap
Investors Group
Jerry’s Hair Salon
Kay Four Properties
Knights of Columbus
Kris’ Fish and Chips
Manitoba All Charities Campaign
Manitoba Hydro
Manitoba Moose
Manitoba Liquor and Lotteries
Mary Mother of Church CWL
Midland Appliances
MPI
NHL Players Association

Northern Meats
Our Lady of the Good Shepherd
Oxygen Technical
Pipe and Hat Entertainment
Portage Mutual Insurance
Pratts
Rady JCC
Rainbow Stage
RBC
Red River Exhibition
Roman Catholic Archiepiscopal
Corporation of Winnipeg
Room for Rent-Kevin Tabachnick
Royal Canadian Legion
Royal Winnipeg Ballet
St. Anthony’s Parish
Scotch Bakery
Shaw Cable
Sisters of the Good Shepherd
St. Anthony’s Catholic
Women’s League
Tache Pharmacy
Telexperts
Tim Hortons
Tripwire
Urban Angling Partnership
Warehouse One
W.R. Carey Corporation
Winnipeg Blue Bombers
Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce
Winnipeg Goldeyes
Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra
World of Water
WOW Hospitality

Individual Giving
Gerry Alcock
Patricia Anton
Brenda Bacon
Jean Bailey
Dianne Baker
Bill Balacko
Alice Bancroft
Eugenie and Richard Banek
Earl Barrish
Sara Belley
Daniel Beaudette
Paul & Dawn Bick
George Bilan
Gilles Bisson
Barbara Boes
Stacy Boone
Angeli Booz
Donna Borland
Helen Bowen
Richard Burr
Lorraine Burton
Bill Carey
Len & Ruth Carol Podheiser
Monika Carswell
Avrom Charach
Katharine Cherewyk
Lin Conover
Mary Courchene
June Cowan
Tracey-Andrea Cox
Esther Dashevsky
Sherri & Alyssa Denysuik
A.J. Dickson
Alain Dumonceaux
Corrine Earl
Analyn Einarson
Evelyn Einarson
Murray Elfenbaum
Mike/Melissa Emslie
Debra Fast & David Wiebe
Gilles Ferland
Bob Freedman
Justin Fry
Jim Fyles
Carol Gajardo
Harry Garfinkel
Margaret Gaudreau
Janina & Eric Gerbrandt
Hannah Giesbrecht
Kimberley Gilson
Laura Goossen
Louise Gordon

Regis Gosselin
Rémi Gosselin
Juliette Granger
Richard Gray
Cori Green
Jane Hantscher
Laurelle A. Harris
Brian Hastings
James Hicks
Tammy Hildebrand
Catherine & Richard Holder
Catherine Holmes
Dawn Isaac
Elaine Isaac
Peter Isaac
Pat Isaak
Jim & Wendy Jackson
Stan Jaworski
William Jex
Derek Johannson
Dave & Dianne Johnston
Carmen Johnston
Eric Johnstone
George Kaminsky
Nicholas Katchurowsky
Sam Katz
William & Marion Kinnear
Bryan Klein
Peter & Valerie Kohut
Dorothy Kotler
Pete Kraun
Sherman Kreiner
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Kszywiecki
Samantha LaPointe
Ray Lavergne
Robert Loiselle
Todd Longley
John Lovell
Kristin Lukie
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Lukie
Dawn MacDonald
Lindsay Machalek
Tyler Machutchon
Garth Manness
Chris McDonald
Ken McIntyre
Marty Morantz
William Martin
Melissa McAlister
Dennis & Olga Mcvarish
Michelle Melnyk
Bruce Miles
Mona Mills

Arline Moor
Andrew Moreau
Murdoch Mackay
Elsie & Wesley Myk
Orla Nazarko
Nancy Partridge
Elizabeth Pate
Pat Patterson
Marlene Pauls Laucht
Cory Penner
Melanie & John Penner
Brian Pettitt
Chocolatier Constance Popp
Dr. Gerry & Barbara Price
Nancy Regina
Marietta Rewucki
Eleanor Riach
Tara Ricard
Sanford Riley
Ross Robinson
Corrine Rosenfield
Loretta Ross
Mark Sagan
Ruth Sanders
Jonathan Sawatsky
John Sawicz
Marcy Schwartz
Jack Scott
Al Shell
Jean Sinkwich
Wendy Sol
Christine Stanton
Rodney Steinman
Vivki Stellman
Catherine/Blair Stevenson
Danny Stoller
Owen & Tamara Sweeney
Martin Tadman
Donna & Lyle Taylor
Ross & BJ Taylor
Jean Teeple
Bev Thiessen
Catherine Thiessen
Myer Thompson
Mary Beth Taylor & Scott McFadyen
Joanna & James Turner
Hazel Marie & Jay Van Hove
Jonas Van Niekerk
Scott Wotherspoon/Pam Koch
Mardy Yager
Debra Zanke
Debra Zoerb
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Board of Directors & Executive Management

Marymound Board of Directors 2015-2016

Executive Management

Rémi Gosselin - Chair

Jay Rodgers
Chief Executive Officer

Angeli Booz - Vice Chair
John Lovell - Treasurer / Secretary
Blair Stevenson
Loretta Ross
Hannah Giesbrecht
Gilles Bisson
Bernice Cyr
Don Robinson
Michael Redhead Champagne
Robert Loiselle
Bob Chrismas
Myra Laramee

Chris McDonald
Director of Finance and Administration
Analyn Einarson
Clinical Director
Mardy Yager
Senior Manager of Fund Development
Ken McIntyre
Senior Manager of Marketing & Communications
Stephanie Zamora
Senior Manager of Human Resources
& Community Relations
Mark Miles
Marymound School Principal
Kelli Gaudry
Executive Assistant
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Financial Summary

MARYMOUND INC.
Statement of Operations
Year ended March 31, 2016 (with comparative figures for 2015)
Operating Funds
			
Unrestricted
Restricted
Revenue:			
Province of Manitoba:		
Family services:
		
Operating grants
$
69,512
$ 3,521,463
		Per diem
567,314
4,174,534
		
Additional support
86,088
Education:		
		
School
725,500
		Y.E.S.
364,900
		
Health - YASU
2,712,000
Placing agencies		
7,436,182
School divisions		
936,485
Federal grants		
379,305
Employment projects		
10,850
Interest		
5,764
Other		
94,739
446,286
Amortization of deferred		
contributions (note 7)		
United Way grant		
78,477
Donations 		
95,505
Gain on sale of assets		
			
$ 731,565
$ 20,973,339
			
Expense:			
Amortization		
Salaries and wages		
582,058
13,279,217
Office and building maintenance		
15,590
794,528
Administrative		
81,430
676,988
Mortgage & loan interest		
Activities and service		
1,143,769
104,045
Support family payments		
4,366,557
Rent (note 8)		
234,699
			
$ 20,495,758
$ 783,123
Excess (deficiency) of revenue over expense
$
477,581
$ (51,558)

Capital
Fund

84,000

$

794
84,794

370,971

82,528

$ 453,499
$ (368,705)

2016
Total

2015
Total

$ 3,590,975
4,741,848
86,088

$ 3,220,681
3,784,500
19,228

725,500
364,900
2,712,000
7,436,182
936,485
379,305
10,850
5,764
541,025

725,500
364,900
2,712,000
6,835,479
951,445
379,305
15,399
7,499
336,405

84,000
78,477
95,505
794
$ 21,789,698

93,581
78,477
23,087
$ 19,547,486

370,971
13,861,275
810,118
758,418
82,528
1,247,814
4,366,557
234,699
$ 21,732,380
$
57,318

361,978
12,407,710
692,749
529,431
87,098
1,205,507
4,236,953
242,727
$ 19,764,153
$ (216,667)

NOTE: Audited Financial Statements are available upon request.
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Marymound Winnipeg & Manitoba
Mental Health & Complex Needs
MARYMOUND
- Administration
- Clinical Services
- Crisis Stabilization Unit
- Cultural and Spiritual Care Services
- Managed Care
- Marymound School
- Treatment Foster Care
- Volunteer Services
442 Scotia Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2V 1X4
SEXUAL ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
AND YOUTH EDUCATION SERVICE
538 Atlantic Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R2W 0S3
YOUTH ADDICTIONS STABILIZATION UNIT
462 Provencher Blvd.
Winnipeg, MB R2J 0B9
INDEPENDENT OPTIONS/
YOUNG PARENTS PROGRAMS
349 College Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R2W 1M2
RECEIVING HOME
TREATMENT FOSTER CARE PROGRAM
116 Hemlock Crescent
Thompson, MB R8N 0R6
FUTURES/BABIES BEST START
125 Commercial Place
Thompson, MB R8N 1T1
YARN
90 Princeton Drive
Thompson, MB R8N 0L3
THOMPSON OUTREACH PROGRAM
125 Commercial Place
Thompson, MB R8N 1T1
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MarymoundWay
The

Rooted in our core values, the “Marymound Way” is to go above and beyond in striving to always do what is in
the best interests of the children and youth that we serve. These values also guide us through our relationships
with employees, stakeholders and collateral organizations. Marymound will continue to honour the legacy of our
founders, the Sisters of the Good Shepherd, by following the “Marymound Way” and bringing these values to life
with zeal, enthusiasm and passion.

RESPECT
We believe in the intrinsic value and individual worth of each person. Respect is non-judgmental and is the basis
of organizational integrity. We will honor each person's own unique experience, history and connection to family,
community, heritage and culture. Respect is about working in a way that is inclusive, transparent, and empowering.

COMPASSION
We have a deep desire to serve others and will go above and beyond to journey with each child and the physical,
emotional and spiritual challenges that they are experiencing. We believe in unconditional acceptance, kindness,
reconciliation, and finding the good. Compassion shows itself when we are fully present to the needs of each
other and respond in a way that is most helpful and of service.

COURAGE
We honor the resilience shown everyday by our children, youth and their families; their ability to bravely face
adversity to overcome, advance and belong. As an organization we will embrace change, challenge obstacles,
take risks and through innovation, strive to be leaders in our field. We will continuously advocate for our children
and youth and their families. Our staff shows courage to our children, youth and their families, going above and
beyond often in challenging circumstances and by celebrating our successes together.

SPIRITUALITY
We believe spirituality is an individual experience that is intertwined with one's personality, culture and life history.
Spirituality is a means to connect to one's self, others and a higher power according to each person's beliefs.
Attention to spirituality is an integral and foundational part of what we do and value.

COLLABORATION
We recognize that the desire for health and wholeness for our youth is shared with others. We will actively seek
out partnerships that promote healing and growth for all. Through collaboration with our children, youth, and
their families, Aboriginal communities, funders, colleagues and the community at large, we will work towards a
sense of shared responsibility that enhances our collective impact.

www.marymound.com

Originally established by the Sisters of the
Good Shepherd, Marymound is a member of the
Catholic Health Corporation of Manitoba

